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Purposes of simplification 
• To help initial comprehension 

– Information is sometimes removed
• To deepen understanding (to explain)

– Education (and research?)

For the general public  (to inform, to grab attention)
– Information can be removed or even changed
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Text simplification in scientific English editing

– Author and reader expected to have same 
academic level

– So, is this simplification?

Some examples of typical changes:
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Examples of revisions

• Reordering of a sentence or paragraph for emphasis
• Splitting of a sentence for clarity (parsing; 3-line limit)
• Word replacement for grammar (e.g. that/which)
• Addition or removal of articles for grammar 

(differences in usage between languages)
• Term replacement for ‘faux amis’ (e.g. control, eventually 

in French-speakers’ English texts)

• Specialist terms specific to a field…
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Is correction-revision a type of simplification?
– No

• Because of the target audience has the same 
academic level as the author

– Yes
• Complexity of sentences written by non-native English 

speakers (breaking down for clarity)
• Need for reviser to understand the meaning as part of 

the work (simplification as an intermediate step)
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Correction-revision – the problem:
the reviser themselves is a novice

– Technical texts with English errors
• Lexical and syntactic aspects
• Untangling technicity from errors
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and associated tasks like subtitling. I specialise in correction-revision of scientific 
texts, on a broad spectrum of subjects. Although the BTU works with external 
independent service providers, this is mainly for translation and interpreting, 
especially outside the main language pair. Little correction-revision is presently out-
treated as this is not cost-effective. Learning the vocabulary, characteristics of 
expression and concepts involved in subjects that are new to me is therefore an 
integral part of my work. 

Scientific texts for revision at the BTU come from all faculties of UBO but also 
the partners such as the University of Nantes and instututions like INRAE, Ifremer, 
and CNRS. Subjects span from mathematics to social sciences. Unlike the experts 
mentioned by the companies above, I frequently come to a text without a great deal 
of background and therefore repeatedly find myself in the position of an untrained 
beginner. Figure 1 presents an overview of my workflow. 

 

 

Present 
workflow 

 1.Read for terms & 
correct English, except 

where there is 
interference 

  

  
 

   

  2. Define specialist 
terms 

 Glossary 
building 

  
 

   

  3. Correct and reread 
for meaning informed by 

glossary and 
understanding 

  

  
  
  

Figure 1. Schema of a sequence of work for correction-revision of a scientific article 
on an unfamiliar subject 

Stage 2:
Help from
Digital tools
e.g., Smart
lookup 
Writeful
Ref’n’Write

Correction revision
workflow with digital aids



Correction-revision – present strategies

– Integrated internet search tools:
• e.g. Word + ‘Smart lookup’, Google, Termium etc.

– Bibliography and context-based
• Ref ‘n’ Write, Writefull

– Home-made glossaries
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Writefull
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Conclusion
• A revisor needs to inform themselves of terminology 

and turns of phrase specific to a subject
• This is not simplification per se but requires a stage of 

simplification 
• The tools exploited indicate ways to faciliate 

comprehension of specialised texts by non-specialist 
readers 
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